Enterprise Wide Framework

Framework Design and Implementation

Eliminating redundancy and streamlining IT frameworks

Vital data and institutional knowledge has been captured in your legacy systems. You are faced with the challenge of how to modernize those systems. However, consolidating your legacy systems can be expensive and time-consuming, especially when these automated systems are often maintained by different organizations (and contractors). Vision Technologies can design and implement an enterprise-wide framework that provides a comprehensive approach to meeting your information technology requirements.

How It Works:

Because legacy systems were typically designed and built as point solutions, department by department, functions often overlap. Automated interfaces frequently don’t exist, which requires manual data to move between systems that are difficult to maintain and are often not compatible with current industry techniques for continuity of operations. Vision Technologies helps your agency adhere to mandates from the OMB requiring agencies to consolidate their technology infrastructure in order to eliminate redundancies and streamline IT frameworks.

Vision Technologies’ experts will:

- Define core components
- Identify required systems interfaces
- Specify data format criteria
- Ensure data portability across the various Enterprise level systems
- Develop clear and workable approaches to continuity of operations
- Communicate the critical importance of an Enterprise-wide Framework with executives, management, stakeholders and users

Our team of business process engineering experts, combined with our technical management and engineering staffs, will lead your agency through the necessary steps to identify, strategize and implement your agency’s Enterprise-wide Framework.

Enterprise-wide Framework Design and Implementation Services:

- Plan more accurately for future investments in technology infrastructure and human resources
- Coordinate future IT investments across the agency
- Ensure compliance with federal mandates and legislation
- Prepare to respond quickly to future federal mandates and legislation
- Improves service to your end-user community
- Maximize use and flexibility of information technology investments
- Provide a roadmap for future technology investments
- Reduce costs maintenance and support costs for automated systems

Our experts will determine possible re-use of hardware and software and carefully analyze new systems to safeguard a clear migration path to your end-state framework. We will ensure that licensing and operational models are compatible with your agency’s requirements and needs. The outcome will be a comprehensive Enterprise-wide Framework that will include precise solutions for each of your major IT infrastructure requirements.